The proof of Theorem 1 in [3] is true only for r -0 and r --co. For if r / 0 or r / -co then {\Jf=_ocZiH2}
wHl © ziHl^ e H2), if g £ Kl then g = g0 e £_oo when £0 e wH2, and g-oo € zfHl«, 0 H2). Hence (0/, ¿) = {tf>f, g0) + (0/, g_x) for / € //2 . This was suggested by the proof of Corollary 3 in [1] . Thus by Theorem 1 for r = 0 and r = -co in [3] and by that H2 x iajH2, c wHj and H2 x zH2.^ c zHLoo , the following is true clearly.
Theorem 1'. If <p e L°° and s{<f>) = \\<f> + Hg°|| + \\4> + Hfj^H, then s(</>)/2 < \m\<s(4>).
Professor K. Takahashi pointed out to me privately that \\H^\\ = V2 and \\tp + H°°|| > 2 when tp = ~z + w. Hence in Theorem 1' we cannot replace the sum of norms to its maximum. For \\tp + HJ?°|| < 1 when r = 0 or r = -co . Moreover, Theorem 2 in [3] cannot be true by the example above. In fact, the proof of Lemma 2 in [3] contains an error because Q is not bounded in K0X . Q is the bounded operator from K$ to wHf when 1 < q < co. This can be easily shown using [2, p. 140] . Thus the proof of Lemma 2 still shows that if <f> £ TFh7° , then ||^+H~|| > cp\\<p+Hp\\ for 2 < p < co and cp = HÖH"1 where l/p + l/q = 1. Then the correct result of Theorem 2 is as follows: For r = 0 or -co , if 0 G WH? then for 2 < p < co , \\<p + H°°\\ > ||Jfy|| > cp\\(p + Hp\\.
In Theorems V and 2, we can choose ||Ä^||e instead of WH^W, but we must abandon Corollary 1 and (1) and (3) of Corollary 3 in [2] .
